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Text Messaging Keeps Arcadia Safe
By NEIL HUNIUNS
Associate Editor
On brisk afternoon in
Glenside truck delivering liq
uid chlorine to nearby swim
ming pool is traveling north
bound on Route 309 As it pass
es Arcadias campus the tn
encounters debris on the road an
the driver swerves the truck to
avoid the obstacles bit too
hard of swerve it would seem as
the truck topples over spilling the
deadly liquid on to the highway
allowing northerly breeze to
sweep the toxic chlorine fumes
toward Arcadias campus
Moments later cell phones
across Arcadias campus buzz
simultaneously Get inside and
to the highest floor possible the
text messages read Close all
windows Do not come outside
until told to do so
Though ical sit
uation may it is
as
Every Tuesday and Thursday
Stacey Edmonds settles into her chair in
Brubaker Hall says hello to classmates
as she gets out her books and gets ready
to take notes The only thing out of the
ordinary that sets Edmonds apart is that
she is non-traditional student at
At 40 years old she is used to
the oldest student in all of her
the movie Napoleon
debuted in 2004 the come
goes to college
an of choice for many
adults Lots of moms-
and grandparents and other adults
are in fact going to college looking to
get an education
Traditional college students are
considered those who are under the age
of 23 ir to school full time They
seen in movies going to
and frat parties and the
on college campus
lents are usually the
night classes
jobs or other
ymaybehardi
in important part of the college
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Associate Editor
According to the article The Adult
Learner Here to Stay from the May
Six months later the lives of
27 students and faculty mem
bers at Virginia Tech were taken
by lone shooter in matter of
hours and the necessity for
more expedient system to notify
students and faculty of important
safety information kicked into
high gear
Not long after Arcadias
ERT selected e2Campus as its
company of choice to implement
the notification system The
decision came from the collection
of campus officials that comprise
the ERT team to include Lori
Bauer in University Relations
Jan Walbert in Student Affairs
2005 issue of Black Issues in Higher
Education written by Earl Thomas The
2002 National Center for Education
Statistics Report estimated that more
than 47 percent of enrollees in U.S jan
higher education institutions could be
lost
classified as adult learners Though the
t1
present number of adult learners at
Arcadia doesnt mimic the statistic
there is still fairly large non-tradition
al population registered here
According to the Bill Elnick of the
Arcadia Registrars Office out of the
has
1867 fulltime undergraduate students
registered for the fall 2007 semester 3.5
percent are over the age of 24 Of the
167 part-time undergraduate stu
68.3 percent are over the age
Arcadia once had flourishing night
college and weekend college said
Elnick but the numbers have been
dropping there is usually large enroll
ment of older students when people are
laid off
In an article from Time Magazines
5th Annual Special The Making of
America from July 2006 titled Grandpa
Goes to College Dan Kadlec reported
that in 10 undergrads .. are over the
age of 40 Kadlec also reported that
universities across the United States are
developing elaborate university-linked
retirement villages
Please see NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS page
and Terry Ryan the Assistant to
Arcadias President Jerry
Greiner
Though the system is an
exciting and critical addition to
Arcadias safety measures
Bonner was careful to put its
importance in perspective
E2C is just an added tool
Bonner stated emphasizing that
Public Safety still maintains mul
tiple approaches to maximize
safety on campus This is just
one of the tools we use to notify
students and faculty on campus
Still this new notification
system is powerful addition for
Arcadia The system is located
off campus and is on separate
network from Arcadias Internet
service provider In the confu
sion of the VA Tech shooting
their schools IT system over
flowed leading it to shut down
By keeping the e2C system off
campus this problem is avoided
meaning students can still receive
texts of incidents on campus even
if the Internet is down
Please see TEXT MESSAGES
page
Heath Ledger Life Lost
Too Soon
By GINA MERL1NO
Staff Writer
found his
who carried out
by paparazzi and
is to say about the actors
sudden death reply saddened and shocked
by this accident This is an extremely difficult time for
his loved ones and we are asking the media to please
respect the familys privacy and avoid speculation until
the facts are known
His death is not considered suicide but rather
horrible accident Ledger was born in Australia in 1979
He was an award-winning actor who was excellent at
playing emotionally real authentic characters He acted
in high school drama productions where he was bitten
by the acting bug From there Ledger broke into
Australian independent films The crime thriller Two
Hands eamed him an audition for the teen comedy 10
Things Hate About You The movie made Ledger
heartthrob
Please see LEDGER page
tion of the Emergency Bonner attended last winter
Notification System As the sce
nario above indicates this system
monopolizes on text messaging
to alert students and faculty of
immediate threats to life per
sonal safety and potential major
damage to property according
to one of ERTs key members
Jim Bonner Arcadias Director of
Public Safety
Bonner explained that the
systems launch last December
came after months of deliberation
amongst campus officials and
ever repare Lr
contract negotiations with poten
suc
tail vendors The idea for text
asure in the
messaging alert system spawnedERT safety plan is the introduc
out of professional conference
Your Mom Goes to College
The Non-TraditionalArcadia Student
On
21
one
ing career cu
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By TYLER PECKHAM
News Editor
have attended Arcadia University
for three years and as those three years have gone by the
area around Arcadia as well as Arcadia itself has gone
through some small but still social life-altering changes
When first came to visit Arcadia in 2005 was
mere freshman and like most freshman just wanted to
have some fun There was Blockbuster right next to
where The Produce Junction now stands The Dunkin
Donuts on Easton Avenue was open all night and people
were able to use their swipe cards for meal exchange at the
Chat until midnight
At that time thought that Arcadia was on the move
to becoming bigger better school- but then why as more
people are attending the school than ever before is
Arcadia and the surrounding area shutting down earlier
and earlier
As freshman tended to participate in wide vari
ety of school activities There had been successful vol
Well lot has happened in the world of politics in the
last month or so hut know the attention spans most stu
dents have for pohti lets stick th what reilly mat
net tea
he recent cv rir ir er us
have made sad day it deed or the hif it section of th
electorate Although bigots are demographic trradition
ally catored to by the extreme right wing of the
Reptihl ican Party the recent drop oui of John Edwards
who happened to he the only white male protestant run
ning for the Democratic nomination has pretty much
sealed the deal for the trend to continue On the positive
end it may help them with the more influential demo
graphics of African Americans and women which
recently found out make up roughly 50 percent of all p05-
nights during my freshman
till at least 11pm We would all be quite
and would head to nice social setting to
eat- a.k.a the Chat prior to 2006 It was nice
to know it we could swipe our meal exchange cards at
night even after 10 pm
In fact at the time thought midnight was an early
time for the chat shutting down because nearby schools
such as Muhlenberg colleges similar food establishment
is open till am and the students there can swipe their
cards the whole time In fact most schools have food
places open till at least midnight and usually later with
most students at other universities having the ability of
swipe until closing
Now two years later still play volleyball on Friday
nights but unfortunately after exerting myself to such an
extreme degree of hunger do not have the opportunity to
get free meal from the Chat Instead just walk home
hungry for anything
As for the surrounding area Dunkin Donuts now
closes at 11 pm quite an inconvenient time for many late-
night college students It is 447 am right now while
write this and would love to be at Dunkin Donuts instead
of sitting in bed getting more tired as the minutes roll by
Finally Blockbuster the first to go disappeared
before the beginning of my second semester at Arcadia
to really square off anyway instead of making poor
Fdwards feel like the child watching his parents bicker
during the debates Cant you see your tearing my party
aparV Note the fret that he has not endorsed either of
the remaining candidates smell Vice President nomi
nee and thankiully tar Edwards they dont hold primaries
krt atone
ft secu kL cveryOne ia
got on the Mc am Train win 15 lust steamrolled the
last of the lumliani wagon by winning the Republican pri
mary in Florida Sorry Rudy you can only push the whole
9/li thing so far Im sure hell put on his favorite dress
and have night on the town to get over the whole thing
anyway think Huckabee should probably call it quits or
start properly using his buddy Chuck Norris and by that
mean Vote for Huckabee or Die campaign that even
Biddy couldnt match It looks to me like its either
McCain or Romney on the Republican end Also do any
Ledger
He was cast opposite Mel Gibson in
The Patriot and was the leading man in
Knights Tale
Rather than cashing in on big-money
parts he chose his roles carefully Ledger
showed darker side playing the suicidal
son of Billy Bob Thornton in Monsters
Ball
His controversial role in Brokeback
Mountain would earn him an Oscar nom
ination Ledger played gay cowboy oppo
site Jake Gyllenhaal He also became
romantic with his on-screen co-star
Michelle Williams and the two had
daughter They were engaged at the time of
the Oscars but since have separated
His latest film role is in the high antic
ipated Dark Knight sequel to Batman
Begins in which he plays the Joker Others
will have to do publicity for the movie He
also played one of the incarnations of Bob
Dylan in Im Not There
Hollywood continues to mourn his
loss and he was acknowledged at the
Screen Actors Guild Awards as well as the
Sundance Film Festival Daniel-Day Lewis
talked about Ledger on Oprah Winfrey say
ing he had marveled at Ledgers work
Indeed the shocking and tragic death
of Heath Ledger has left Hollywood
stunned and grieving talented actor with
what looked to be an amazing career gone
from us too soon
of expanding itself when people are unhappy with the
social situation at the school
At other universities they have well placed social
areas that people come and maybe sit on couches and play
games while eating food from Chat-like place Where is
that And why was cafØ put in the outer reaches of
everything where it only draws in an audience from stu
dents going to Brubaker for class Who designs the social
settings around here because they are doing pretty lousy
job
like the events that are set up and have gone to
some Bingo nights in my time But instead of spending
$600 dollars to show movie in the chat that maybe 20
people will attend why not help build more socially
welcoming area Instead of buying big flat screen televi
sions for random areas around campus that must have cost
at least $2000 put that money to something better some
thing that students will enjoy for years to come
If Arcadia wants to show positive image stop
spending so much money covering up bad product with
big smiley face and get to the root of the problem
Arcadia students want and need better places to meet
socialize and hang out- and most of our bedtimes are past
midnight mean we are paying the money that runs this
school right
of twenty or so people that only come out at night to put
Ron Paul signs in random places like its some kind of
joke Sorry to break the news but he might as well he the
Dennis Kucinich of the Republican candidates
On the lighter side Bush also gave his State of the
ion and despite the recent downtur tithe ion ny
were still creating more hs he lustmon is wi
hopefully the iswer is not lad Iree icr
priority for the adinmmstration hut he failed to meat or
switch grass this time which will probably cripple tt
thousands of grass farmers out their hoping for govern
ment subsidies google it the stuff exists
will try to end this column on good note every
issue so until next time remember that even though the
economy is bad and the Iraqi government hasnt taken
responsibility for their mess of country they broke it
didnt they at least we still arent in war with
Iran.
.yet
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Arcadia Student Robbed Outside of Kistler Hall
Continuedfrom page
am
of
to
GLENSIDE PA Around a.m on January
female Arcadia University student was assaulted
unidentified males outside of Kistler Hall According to fly
released by the Universitys Public Safety department the ste
dent was ambushed from behind and pushed to the ground
she was then robbed of her purse by the suspects The two then
fled in the direction of the Castle and then left the scene in their
vehicle Fortunately the purse contained cash only
At this point the attacked student remains anonymous but it
has been indicated that she has not suffered any serious physical
injuries from the altercation
After hearing about the robbery Public Safety notified the
only 294 murders Although
Chelteitham police about the incident
comparatively minor incident at
We have increased staff patrol and have kept an eye out for can be dangerous place to
the suspectsl car says Head of Public Safety James Bonner
Currently the case
The car is identified as having very bright halogen head lights
police department The tic
and neon purple under-chassis Students are encouraged to
Arcadia and the surrounding
keep sharp lookout for the vehicle reports
of similar robberies add
At this point see no reason to change policy Bonner the case As of press date there have not been any arrests
added know the safety and security offices are focused and will
Bonner encourages students to take advantage of the escort
add patrol attention around our buildings says Arcadia
services offered by public safety and to remain alert at all times
University president Jerry Greiner about the incident The
when walking through campus especially at night think
Cheltenham police have also pledged increased patrols of the
sometimes students forget where they live says Bonner campus
Arcadia Universty sits just outside the edge of Philadelphias
Students are advised to keep an eye out for the suspects
city limits In recent years Philadelphia has gained an infamous
vehicle as well as following the other security precautions If
reputation for its high homicide rates Last year there were
serious incident occurs students can call the public safety office
almost 400 homicides in Philadelphia averaging over one mur-
directly at 215-572-2999 or reach emergency services at the clas
der day As comparison New York City which has popula-
sic 911 In addition call boxes are located throughout Arcadias
tion far greater than Philadelphias 1.7 million ended 2007 with campus
By DASHIELL DAVIS
Contributer
Since then do not understand how Arcadia can think
By TYLER PEC
\1ews Editor
al voters
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PememerIn3 Te Stru88Ce WIth qvtusIc
By RENNETH GREY
Staff Writer
At 730 in the Chat Key Stone Productions
graced the small gathering of students with
musical and video presentation of Dr King and
the Civil Rights struggle TI really liked the pro
gram felt that it was very inspirational and
educational commented Student Activist
Leader Barbara Huggins
Though the crowd consisted of approxi
mately twelve people the audience was held
in trance as they watched footage of black
who stood for justice with Dr King The
footage showed Civil Rights Activists contin
uing to march for freedom and equality
despite police brutality Some of them were
hosed down attacked by police dogs beaten
by angry crowds thrown in jail and even bru
tally murdered
clip showed Dr King explaining to
reporters how he was attacked by angry protest
er Nevertheless Dr King remained loyal to his
philosophy of non-violence Upon showing the
civil rights struggle to the limited audience Key
Productions President Joseph Patterson narrated
to the audience Would you be willing to suffer
this much for the cause of justice Gives you
lot to think about right
In between President Pattersons narration
the audience was enchanted with song by the
Key Stone Production singers Nathan Harmon
and Zanora El Harmon and El performed verses
from various gospel songs as well as songs of
black unity such as the Negro national anthem
Lift Evry Voice and old hymns such as
Amazing Grace
We were hired by JoeJoseph Patterson to
be apart of this presentation believe media is
the greatest teacher because it connects people
struggle
music
ave people of
faith strength to
persevere to help
them move on
mentions Patterson Such songs that were sung
during the struggle for equality were Aint not
gonna Turn me around and the famous We shall
overcome
The use of gospel music in the Civil Rights
era can be attributed to the significant role of the
church in African American culture during slav
ery days The church was significant in black
culture because the slaves would only have one
day off They would often use that day to wor
ship
By JENNIFER PHILHOWER
Contributor
If there is one thing you need to know about Hyun
Ju Kim its that she is just your ordinary girl Like many
of us that don the double-x chromosome Hyun-Ju loves to
shop talk about boys and have good time and did
mention that she loves to shop What sets this fun-lov
ing English Lit Major apart from the rest of her Arcadia
family Shes an international exchange student from
South Korea thats what Hyun-Ju has only been in
America for total of two weeks and has lot to say
about the beginning of this monumental chapter of her
life as well as her goal of making new friends
Youve only been in America for two weeks That
must be quite an adjustment
Yeah but like it here so far the landscape is so
beautiful Ive already been to New York and Philly The
landscape is just so different from South Korea but thats
why like it
What made you decide to transfer to Arcadia
There was list of schools to choose from as an
exchange student Of course wanted to go to the best
school and all the people know who went here liked it
also liked the idea of small campus setting and liked
that there werent so many Asians so could make lots of
American friends At Arcadia can learn the English lan
guage better and like that there are just so many places
to visit around the campus
You already have quite mastery of the English
language When did you first start learning it
Maybe when was or 10 years old which is or
in American years When was in elementary my
English wasnt all that good wasnt getting it and did
nt really feel like studying But when was eleven my
family moved to Canada for year and began to like the
language In Korea everyone learns English because it is
an international language really began to like it so much
that chose English Literature to be my major at universi
ty Now as an exchange came here to improve
my English even more so because its hard to do that in
South Korea
American age What do you mean by that
Im not totally sure how to explain it but for exam
ple if you are in America we add years to that in
Korea While you are 18 when we start university here in
Korea we start at 20
bet there are lot of other fascinating things
about your South Korean culture What kinds of hob
bies did you have back at home
Wow dont know what to say love shopping
going to see movies Karaoke is fave In Korea there are
lots of Karaokes We have to pay to get in but its really
not all that expensive to sing for an hour or two guess
that trends not as widespread here
There is the occasional karaoke night at couple
local restaurants But is singing something youre pas
sionate about
Not really karaokes are just so fun though You dont
have to be good at it you just have good time with
couple friends We like to dare each other to sing lot
lot of the activities you did in South Korea are
the same as we do here in America What differences
have you seen between life here and life back at home
Theres big difference between schools When
was high school student always had to wear uniform
and there were restrictions on hair and makeup School
started at am and ended at 10 at night The competition
for grades is really strict and dont think its like that
here Throughout high school studied so much was
always obsessed with it At university was free and
really didnt study Its problem with all the pressure of
high school you dont want to study in university But in
comparison feel that college life is pretty similar
How is America and our culture viewed in South
Korea
Well you know the U.S is one of the best countries
because it is so rich and has such an influence on other
countries especially Korea Did you know that the U.S
Army is currently in Korea The U.S Army helps protect
South Koreans While they have their purpose sometimes
we dont like presence because we feel inferior to
America guess we dont like the troops all that much but
you have to understand why But still we think America is
one of the best countries and many Koreans are studying
here Its good country But now have to ask you does
nt your hand hurt by now
Its killing me Ill remember the tape recorder
next time But anyway lets get back on track
Considering what your country feels toward America
what is your opinion on the U.S
In general really wanted to study here Im not
interested in political issues so its not much of an issue
for me guess The standard of living is better developed
here than it is in Korea like the people here too While
in Korea everyone is always in hurry to get through life
Americans seem to really enjoy their lives They take
things slower but mean that in good way
understand what youre saying We like to take
time and enjoy our life experiences And based on your
experience in America what do you hope to gain from
this
First of all hope to make lot of American friends
That way can develop my English and speak more flu
ently also want to adapt to the diverse culture America
is referred to as cultural melting pot and want to real
ly absorb as much as can also hope to become more
outgoing through this experience In Korea Ive been real
ly shy but here have to be the first one to smile and say
hi Im not used to that
Ive already had the pleasure of getting to know
you so already know just how fascinating and fun
you really are What do you want the rest of the stu
dents at Arcadia to know about you
just want people to know that they can easily
approach me because want to make friends Some peo
ple dont have interest in me Im just the foreigner Were
in second semester so everyones already made their
friends and dont think they need to make any more But
want to meet lots of people and learn about their culture
and in the process teach others thing or two about mine
visibly and auditory
Civil
West L.
wonderful
King There
saw in this
Whether its civil rights of the 960s or just
group of students and faculty watching video
clips of Martin Luther King in 2008 music is the
universal language Through the speeches and
the songs the message for humanity was clear
Activist Leader Huggins said Fight the good
fight whether its human rights or civil rights
Welcome to Arcadia Hyun-Ju
Tuesday February 5.2008
Knights Nook
Arcadias Wise Women answer ALL of your questions about love life and the library
Dear Mistress Fannypack
My roommate and live very different lifestyles He sort of goody two-shoes and
well not Atflrst thought it didnt bother him but slowly in starting to feel
like he judging me Little ofJhand comments tend to come out every time do some
thing he doesn quite approve of Im starting to feel like im living with my parents
again How can get him to back off little when he hasn technically confronted me
directly
Negative Nancy Roommate
Dear Badass Roomie
One of the hardest things you will ever have to deal with is cohabitation Living with
other people can be exceptionally challenging especialily when you dont quite see eye
to eye on everything If your roommates comments bother you the best plan of action
is to let him know Tell your roommate how you feel and if that is too tough for you
keep doing things he doesnt aprove of until he does confront you When you try to deal
with your roommate let them know you dont want to feel awkward in your own place
you dont live with your parents for reason and you dont need babysitter Hopefully
you two will be able to find common ground in compromise If not continue on with
your bad self and tell Negative Nancy to lighten up Its college not convent Good
luck and god speed may the force be with you
Mistress Fannypack
bear Senorita gincere
Wfew weeks ago ifound myself entirely too drunk the moral of that story isl ended up
going home with girl that dont even know Now three weeks later Imfeeling like
something is wrong down there What can do about it
cratchy Mcltchy
Fey Scrathcy GET TO THE DOCTOR Senorita Sincere
BODY PIERCINGS AND THE ART OF BODY MODIFICATION
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Associate Editor
Im so worried its gonna hurt What
if look ugly exclaims Rachel Shaw
Junior at Penn State The cause of her anx
iety is the looming piercing of her left nos
tril at Warrior Piercing on South Street in
Philadelphia on Saturday December
2Q07 After finally getting up the courage
to go through with her piercing she anx
iously anticipates the pain as her friends
watch laughing about her current status as
pre-med Im sorry Im usually not even
that bad with needles Ive just never had
one in my face
Rachel like many others has decided
to enter the world of body modifications
more specifically piercing In 2007 The
Washington Times reported that about 14
percent of Americans ages 18-50 have
body piercings Compared to ten years ago
this number is alarming With the ever-
growing popularity of body piercings
many are now calling the art mainstream
although some would still characterize it
as an act of rebellion Cosmetic dermatol
ogist Doris Day told The Washington
Post in November 2007 that she does skin
cancer checks on my patients every
year and some of the most buttoned-down
CEO types -- people youd never expect
to have piercings -- have them where you
least expect it As interest in piercings has
been on the rise not only are those who
wish to get pierced talking about it
Legislators and doctors are now examining
the art of piercing and their ideas might not
seem so objective through the eyes of
industry insiders
Piercing began as tribal art and
according to senior piercer John Kuchmek
at Warrior Piercings in Philadelphia The
majority of people being pierced today
have no idea the majority of the body
piercers piercing today have no idea they
have no ties to the African culture or
Native American culture its not part of
their culture
In the case of Shaw her nose piercing
can be passed as part of her Indian culture
She explained after the pierce that her
mother still has the jewelry she wore as
teen but at the same time she admitted the
piercing wasnt entirely cultural saying
My friends talked me into it
Arcadia University sophomore Aime
Zimmerman began her body modification
at 13 and unlike Shaw she took it into her
own hands began piercing my ears
just sticking whatever through them
ended up with about holes in my one ear
and in the other all done myself tried
piercing my bellybutton myself once she
giggles That was bad idea That was
mostly because my mom wouldnt let me
get it done and was underage so could
nt get it signed off As shes now overage
aftercare
Senior piercer John Kuchmek has
been practicing for years and is certified
by the city of Philadelphia having passed
certificate programs on blood born
pathogens and proper sterilization tech
niques following up with his recertifica
tion every three years Through his rigor
ous training he has become very knowl
edgeable on the art of piercing and the reg
ulations of Pennsylvania He feels that
body piercers have become lot more edu
cated than they were in the past when it
was such new thing The world of pierc
ing seems to share many universal rules
which can be demonstrated on websites
like www.bmezine.com and the homepage
designed like the medical aftercare of
external fixateurs which are screws out
side of the body used to bring bones back
together after breaks Kuchmek said
Warrior has been soap and water since
94 Doctors who give out the same infor
mation cannot argue with that
Unfortunately that hospital-like after-
care isnt provided universally in every
piercing place Most shops have their own
care guidelines and many only give oral
instructions In Pennsylvania the only
aftercare regulation in the proposed House
Bill 615 on body modification was that
written instructions shall advise the cus
tomer to consult physician at the first
sign of infection When it comes to physi
cians most general practitioners and others
not specialized in dermatology have no
medical training in dealing with piercings
Claire Washington Director of Health
Services at Arcadia University feels that
the lack of knowledge on piercings in the
field of health care is clear weakness
We need to stay current and so were not
staying current when first began as
nurse
.. piercing wasnt as popular as it is
now so there werent as many problems to
troubleshoot Her only training in the sub
ject has come from few recent seminars
at conferences and that is more than most
doctors have
Most pierced people have come to
find their information from other pierced
people through the internet if their piercers
or doctors could not provide adequate
information Online forums like livejour
nal.com communities and other body
piercing message boards often tell people
to treat piercings with over saturated solu
tions of salt and water which can damage
the skin surrounding the pierce and other
soaps that have harmful chemicals that
take away the good bacteria for healing In
some cases people are advised to use tea
tree oil which is actually for fighting fun
gus The improper aftercare can prolong
the healing process or make the pierce
unable to heal at all Kuchmek equates the
more holistic approach of some piercers
as the main source of confusion in their
clientele
Piercers and doctors share the com
mon goal of keeping their patients healthy
Any reputable piercer will make aftercare
directions clear and offer to look at the
piercings free of charge in case any com
plications occur Doctors want to keep
their patients healthy but their lack of
knowledge in the specific field of piercing
may damage the patients piercing in the
long run Many doctors can confuse new
piercings redness with signs of early
infection The medical industry and body
piercing industries clearly need to come
together to form satisfactory guidelines in
the care of patients with piercings
Although piercings may not be so
popular with the health field it seems that
adults and teens alike will not stop getting
pierced anytime soon In the words of
Amie Zimmerman Its black and white
thing you love it or you hate it and love
it
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Questions for the ladies E-mail them at
KnightsNook@gmaiLcom
Dear Luscious Lana
have this problem constantly find myself attracted to these dirty guys Theyre
dirty in way that is so sexy sometimes can help myself don exactly want to
date them but Id love to be the one that gets to hose em ofJi What should do
Dirty Lovin Extrordinaire
Dirty Lover
All gots to say is go with it Whos to say you cant be the one to give em bath
love me some dirty men too they may not be the one to bring home to momma but
your bed isnt discriminating
Luscios Lana
she has gone on to of the Association of
stretch one ear Professional Piercers
ing get micro- www.safepiercing.com In
mals piercings thati his opinion the aftercare
anchor like jewelry is what sets most shops
have only one point apart He explains
entry and st Warriors aftercare
piercings pier approach by saying This
that go through shop differs we have
parts of the skin more scientific approach
as the arms or nape and scientific method to
Whether the modi- the way things are done
fication is more accept- Their aftercare regime is
ed like the nostril or navel or more
extreme like an implant the success of the
piercing depends on the competency of
both the piercer and the client With more
and more people getting pierced every
year one would think they are aware of
what theyre getting into but that seems to
not be the case According to American
Academy of Dermatology member Dr
Laumann body piercing bring many more
health complications than tattoos do The
Washington Post reported in 2007 that
most medical experts recommend either
going to body piercer or just not getting
piercing at all Do-it-yourself piercing is
unfortunately very common especially
among those who are under the legal age
for piercing While most health profession
als are against piercing completely any
responsible piercer will tell you piercings
are only cause for concern if done incor
rectly and not given the proper jewelry and
Tuesday February 2008
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By JESS BROWN
Associate Editor
From the day stepped foot on Arcadias
campus have heard over and over again
how much it sucks The parking sucks true
though the hours at the chat suck the
amount of money it actually costs to go here
sucks etc can go on believe me Now
Arcadia does have its many flaws and there
are quite few however after talking with
some fellow students found that Arcadia
does actually have few good qualities
10 Right down the street is Wawa Who
doesnt love that Its like mini Disney land
without the rides and cartoon characters
although have encountered some people
that could of came right out of Family Guy
episode
ClichØ to say but the castle is pretty
decent and one of our campuss most famous
attractions Everyone who visits has some
thing to good to say about it In fact thats
part of the lure
The city is quick train ride or drive
away You can go and explore all that it has
to offer nice way to break out of the cam
puss bubble once in while
Apartment housing Yes getting
caught for being too loud or written up for
candles is pain yet many colleges do not
offer whole apartments to their students And
it definitely beats having to stay in tiny
dorm room
The midnight breakfast You may
never step foot in the dining whole for the
whole semester until its time for finals
because as we all know the midnight break
fast is soon to follow The lines are miles
long but we dont care Its breakfast its free
its chance to procrastinate on our studying
The familiar faces little bit on the
cheesy side but its nice
to be able to recognize
some people and know
who you go to school
with Being able to walk
on campus and not
always be surrounded
by complete strangers is
benefit of going to
smaller university
The intimacy of
the campus Yeah it
would be nice if the
campus wasnt just
circle surrounding the
soccer field however
when winter storms
come around consider it
blessing
You are actually
person and not num
ber At many of the larg
er universities it is hard
er to stand out With so
many students enrolled
you no longer recognized as an individual
Your Id number represents you
This coincides with the intimacy of
the classes Since the classes here are small
er you are able to standout and the faculty
actually knows who you are Therefore you
can separate yourself from others and get
more from the professors
Last but not least the study abroad
programs One of the reasons many students
even go here to begin with Arcadia provides
program in 13 different countries with over
100 programs It allows you to explore other
cultures and share in memorable experiences
that will always be with you
So no Arcadia is not the highly stylized
CW version of college campus but it defi
nitely has its perks
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By RENNETH GREY
Staff Writer
Comedian
waCa iat 4e4MMSM 0U9 lOW
dtu tkdipktl 4$Gmd q_4_ tt1$ftkb __nt dnesday January 16
008 th ofArcadia students
ewn
held in the hands of
ofhtl
crowed with the
dt 1d bother that was not goo
$tmtttb 1k tW ib \t$ eLoa1 at Sport cause didnt likefl por anyway Ilowever my
keeps me you
mz dl want on th was pro atAidM1 not Justlook at
fl tl ttMt tp our Matt
ito at 1t Malt warmed up
the
owed it was time for the star to
his place lie was no other
eMati tte$ $h tfl$I1t han Cal Verducci His act con
bn th ja ti iipk ttt$ of imitations of celebrities
ftt Ik hM rtoon characters such as
ly 1tt artman Peter Gnffin and Ms
tt wh inet rrisson few of the Arcadia
amusecL Yet others
41JIV 4i other acts The Jokes he tend to
get the most laughter out of were
his crude sexually charged mup
urst
ter at the crud humor involving
Muppet characters
At first the audience were
tough but after awhile they
loosen up mentions Verducci
Verducci in his act also dis
played some boldness by making
many comments on ethnic groups
such as the strange phenomenon
of the Hindu Boxer or his
gay uncle Though many stu
dents laugh at his volving
homosexuals is
that guy bo
lot some
Reasons The NaysayersAre
Wrong AboutArcadia
Why do you love Arcadia
Why do hate Arcadia
us how you feel Send us
lye reasons you love or hate
rcadia and the best answers
viii win $10 Wawa gift certifi
ate
end entries to
ircadiatower@gmail.com with
5Reasons in the subject line
comedian who uses similar style
is Cabs Menica In his show
called Mind of Mencia he defies
any form of political correctness
When referring to homosexuals
he uses faggots and blacks he
uses the word nigga
Though brash style is similar
to Mencias Verducci he was not
one of his influences My influ
ences are Chris Fancy Dave
Atell and Dana Carvey He
hints at his influences when imi
tating Chris Fancy in stand up
joke
Though somewhat offen
sives Verducci was successful in
getting laughs out of the crowd
Student Programming Board
member Ed Chrzastek supports
this saying Representatives
from SPB went in the fall and
liked what the saw so they recom
mended him for Arcadia
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Things You Shouldn1t Do In Glenside
V-Day Edition
By JENNIFER PACHECIIO
Associate Editor
Around this time of the year many Arcadians have found themselves in relation
ships both old and new While college dating tends to be bit casual that doesnt mean
it has to be monotonous as well Here are few things around campus and Glenside
that could spice up your newest hook-up especially for Valentines Day
Take stroll down to Humphreys and point out which insects and
rodents you have seen in your dorm room
Its no secret that many of the dorms are what some would call infested with
gross things why not share them with your love ones Sharing flies with your part
ner is better than sharing stis
Take bus down to the Old Country Buffet and eat until youre nauseas
Everyone knows that most relationships can provide both massive emotional
rollercoasters and massive amounts of weight gain get head start
on the extra pounds next Saturday night and at least the buffet guar
antees dessert
Take your next date to the game room
little pool could lead to little more play next time how your
partner handles cues and balls could be great judge for the future
of your relationship Take your minds out of the gutter
Go to romantic movie in the Chat
Nothing spells date like the recent showings of Harry Potter
and the smell of grease that lurks in the Chat Maybe after the date
you can stroll by the game room to play some aforementioned pool
then share late night quesadilla Swipe it on your meal plan of
course
Send your sweetheart cute message through campus
mail
nice card or note can make the day of your newest conquest sweet gestures
can move things along very quickly Maybe you can even spring for book of stamps
if you get there before 430
There are many nice things to do for that new object of affection in your life if
these arent your style Have fun with your dating partners and remember to always
use protection Protection of course meaning sunscreen the suns harmful rays are
apparent in the winter as well
Is It qUstinence IfYou are It TryIn8 to
qi stain
By ANONYMOUS
So youre female at Arcadia and youre single thats real shocker Pretty much
every girl know here myself included are single Were fun normal pretty girls who
just dont have boyfriend and or friend with benefits After some deliberation coun
cil of single Arcadia women has decided the problem isnt with us its with the men
of Arcadia
The first problem is that there arent any Our population of males seems to be in as
much trouble as the population of bald eagles If you blink while sitting on the Walk of
Pride about guys seem to disappear We try to find non-Arcadians but even they are
scarce in the vast wasteland called Glenside
The second problem seems to be that of the 10 total men at Arcadia seem to be
attached to one if not more than one girl Seriously guys seem to be hot commodity
as soon as one is free there is savage Arcadia female there to snatch him up again
Theyre insane rabid creatures who dont get enough male attention that could possibly
be why some are single
The final problem is that some of the Arcadia male population is
just not dateable Sorry had to throw that out there but some of the
guys are just not ready for what women have to offer or just not
attractive enough also will take into consideration that fairly sub
stantial part of the female population might be updateable as well hut
in that case the boys that are updateable should start with those girls
Theyre the girls that may not be so pretty but Im sure they have great
personalities Maybe
Another thing lot of guys who are okay to decent looking think
that they deserve supermodel girlfriends heres news flash
YOURE NOT THAT ATTRACTIVE DONT THINK YOU
DESERVE SOME GORGEOUS GIRL Seriously some of these
guys have this porn fantasy that they deserve some Barbie doll that will have sex with
them all day and make them sandwiches GET OVER TI TAT
Sorry went on little tangent there Back to the point the point is we need larg
er more attractive male population with some better personalities that are preferably
single Please Office of Enrollment Management make quota of attractive guys for
Fall 2008 It will make the entire campus brighter happier place because lets face it
sex makes everyone happy
Hopefully the guy quota will be met next year but in the mean time if youre look
ing for Valentine look no further than Brubaker II Word on the street is that the con
struction workers LOVE college girls
Wags To Ifloke And Btecik
Yout flew Years Resolutions
By DEREK TRACEY
Sports Editor
Every holiday brings about certain levels of the same feelings either little bit of
dread and loathing and then certain amount of excitement and happiness By far New
Years Eve has the strongest on both sides Some love it while others such as myself
despise it Every since my freshman year in high school when someone told me that the
way that would spend New Years is the way that would spend the est of the yea
believe my exact words are something that cant say in print but the sentiment was oh
crap followed closely by need to make this one count and find someone to kiss at
midnight....eve if it kills me
Im sure not the only one who has felt this during New Years and if am please
dont inform me of this factoid cause know-one wants to see grown man cry
But once the ball drops and the night slowly comes to end at around 2ish one part
of the dreading has finished and yet another takes its place The ever-feared New Years
Resolution concept that must have been invented by an overachiever with far too
much time on their hands.. .and concept that causes us to feel tremendous amounts of
guilt and failure all throughout January So here are some ideas of easy to achieve reso
lutions as well as some small rationalizations that can be used to break them
Goal The Get Fit Thing
Looking in the mirror and cringing is never good thing per-say And everyone has
certain aspects of himself or herself that they would like to change Therefore one of the
most common resolutions for anyone any age and any gender is to hit the gym and
either loose the weight or pack on the bulk For guys the abs and the chest are the most
wanted and the girls seem to line up on the cardio machines and never leave believe
me can never get on the elliptical If done correctly this could be very do-able goal
All it takes is half hour day and if you divide up the exercises by every other day its
not hard to do it Yet for some reason come the beginning of February your sentiment
has gone from totally stoked into mildly interested or mildly interested into what the
hells the gym
Solution If You Wake Me Swear Ill IlL...
The alarm goes off at 8.... dont think so The alarm goes off again at 845
five more minutes seriously this time Now the alarm goes off at 930 and your late
for class and clearly not going anywhere except to the coffee pot By far this is one of
the most common problems for everyone but especially college students For us going
to sleep at 100 am is an early night An average night seems to wrap up at about 300
and cant even recall the time drag myself home on the weekends like 5-ish So clear
ly the starting the day off right with workout mentality has been shot down long
before even the II oclock Wawa run The solution work out in the afternoon Dont
wait until after dinner unless your pro who knows theyre not going to flake out at the
last minute My suggestion is to do it at some point in the afternoon between 1-5
Classes are pretty crazy and you might not be free every day in the afternoon but It does
nt take long and its nice way to chillax after getting your page research paper ripped
to shreds by your professor One other note another excuse is waiting till the start of the
week TE Monday to start your new regimen Dont fall for this because if this excuse
works on you once Monday will never come Guaranteed Whatever day of the week
you start going to the gym makes it your Day and there is no rule that says Day cant
be Thursday Its just the starting point
Goal The Get Organized Thing
You say that this year will be different That you wont end up with your desk being
total mess and papers from every single class all ending up in the same notebook.or
if your like me crumbled in ball at the bottom of your backpack
For the first few weeks you might actually succeed but one day youll be in rush
and its all down hill from then on Just like the straw that broke the camels back all it
takes is one essay and the rest just fall in or in this case out of place
Solution Wheres My..My...My Everything
No matter how hard you try the bad news is that to some extent this will happen
and you will become inevitably messy Its college student nature but the solution to this
problem is very simple one at that Dont let that one paper screw everything up Give
yourself little extra time before each class and lot of extra time in the morning and
youll be fine Nobody tries to become messy but messiness is spawned from rushing
around Other things you can do are to throw away anything you havent looked at for
month Dont bother going through it just toss it If youve lived without it for month
you wont miss it now and it takes little or no time to brown bag it and head for the trash
One more thing one of those desk organizers from Wal-Mart is great buy and since it
sits on-top of your desk your more likely to use it
Goal The Im Not Making The Same Mistake Twice Thing
New Year traditionally means fresh start with new opportunities and new mis
takes However on small college campus such as this one it seems very common that
the mistakes we made the semester or years before can still creep back into our lives At
Arcadia the more you try to avoid seeing someone the more you see them everywhere
you go The Ex factor is the best example of this When you first break up its hard see
ing them But after while you get over it more or less After just enough time has past
you suddenly see them somewhere and their nice to you They say something and before
you know it your thinking about them again Many of us vow never to get mixed up in
relationship with them of any kind However for some reason our past hookups and
relationships have power over us like no other power that if were not careful could
ruin any possible relationship that we are on the verge of having
Solution Realty....Im Not....Seriously Never Again
Ill be honest this was one of my resolutions and there is no easy solution to it Exs
need to be regarded similar to that of mosquitoes you cant get rid of them and their
impossible to hide from There are things that you can do however to minimize their
influence and their damage The most important thing to remember is that it will never
be like it was Trying to force it or even expect it will bring nothing but drama
More to come on this relationship issue because one similar to our exs is never
enough
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The Dark Knight- Why so serious asks the
agline of this much-anticipated continuation of din
hristopher Nolans Batman Begins With Christian Ba
aack as Batman and Heath Ledger as the Joker this movie
xpected to draw in serious crowds Batman teams up wil
aw enforcement to bring an end to organized crime in
liotham but the notorious Joker isnt making it easy on them
Phe sudden death of Heath Ledger caused some questions
bout whether the movie would be completed but Ledger
eportedly finished filming and the movie wall come out
18th But the Joker already terrifiing villain will take on
new dimension
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince-The magic
larry Potter has been breaking records in the box office
began and this movie is expected to be no different L.
radcliffe Emma Watson and Rupert Grint retum as ado
ent heroes now in their sixth year Director David Yates
rought us The Order of the Phoenix also returns Set to
eleased November 21 St
Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
larrison Ford returns as our favorite archaeologist
pielbergs direction The movie is still ii production
released on October 29 It is rumored
vill be facing aliens but details about the t. nave
aecret Speaking of aliens-David Duchovny and
nderson return in an X-Files sequel this year
5th
Wall-E- Disney-Pixar have teamed up yet again to
omething not so cute and turn it into every childs dream-pe
the vein of Shrek and Ratatouille This time its wide-c
obot wandering deserted Earth alone for 700 years in sea
some meaning in his mechanical life For those of us
till secretly love Finding Nemo Wall-E looks to become
iew classic Set to be released June 27th Also for kids thi.
Tear-The Spiderwick Chronicles
Hancock- Superheroes are popular this year Iron
mother The Incredible Hulk but Will Smith as the title
er in Hancock looks to be new take on superherodom
3erg Lions for Lambs SmokinAces directs this flick abc
street-smart hero with questionable reputation Set to be
eleased on July Hancock is expected to draw big crowds
ossibly only because Will Smith is the main character
Uso hitting the box office this year are television hits like Sex and the City and Get Smar
ackle the big screen along with anothe Star Trek which is reportedly going ahead with
ut William Shatners approval Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet reunite for the firs
ime since Titanic in the 1950s drama Revolutionary Road Daniel Craig returns as 007 ii
ond 22 And new comedy starring Jack Black Be Kind Rewind pays homage to th
ost media form that is the VHS-most notable because those of us in college now are of th
ast generation who will even understand what that phrase means
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
Andrew W.K.- Young Lord The last time
ye in the good ol U.S ofA heard anything
ial from the always pumped party
ndrew W.K was 2003s sophomore
he Wolf Since then AWK has been busy
our as motivational speaker working as the
eader of the Bamboozle Pep Rally as well as
ecording and releasing more experimen
ilbum in Korea 2006s Close Calls with Brick
Walls Now comes the good news 2008 will
nark AWKs return to the party here in the states with at least one possibly twc
iew albums released this year The first is the awesomely titled Young Lord
in album that AWK has said will hearken back to his 2001 major label debut
me of the most balisy fin albums of all time Get Wet This alone has th
IVK fan base on the edge of seats While no exact release date has bee
icked rumor has it Young Lord could drop by summer with the second albun
another more experimental cut The Carrier possibly landing by winter
hings work out the way they seem 2008 will be sweet year Long live tb
arty
Deathcab for Cutie- Narrow StairsThere
arent too many things coming out in 2008 that
ould achieve the iconic status that this aIIm
ould With Ben Gibbards songwriting being
ood as it is and Chris Walla emerging album aft
album there is no telling where Deathcab
iext 2003s Transatlanticism spoke of feeling
ost while its follow up 2005s Plans spoke of los
ng someone close this time around Gibbard and
Walia promise curve ball Narrow Stairs could be out by summer or fall bu
ither way thats far too long for any Deathcab fan
The Mars Volta- The Bedlam In Goliath
rear and half ago the prog rock geniuses of The
vlars Volta released their third album since 2001
with Amputechture Unfortunately for Cedric
3ixler-Zavala and Omar Rodriquez-Lopez the
ombination of major label pressure and carousel
if musicians restricted Amputechture causing
nany fans to wonder if the always volatile group
would implode With little time under their belts
Lnd new drummer Bixler-Zavala and Rodrguez-Lopez are set to release Tht
edlam in Goliath on January 29th few tracks have leaked on the inteme
including the first single Wax Simulacra in which TMV sound more fresl
nd dynamic than they have on either of their last two releases including wha
riany believe is their best album Frances the Mute New drummer Thoma
ridgen has knack for speedy staccato rhythms perfect compliment ti
todriguez-Lopez usual shred-tastic guitar work The Bedlam in Goliath hac
he ability to realljt be breakthrough album for the band and the genre
Fear Before The March of Flames
hough there isnt too much information
lying around about the albums title nor
as there been any music released as of
mw but come fall 2008 band whos last
album 2006s The Always Open Mouth
was on the cusp of something new
iifferent will release their follow up For
he first time in the history of FBTMOF the bands line-up underwent
hanges between albums bringing them into the studio focused and ready
xpand on their hardcore meets White Pony era Deftones mixture Only tim
will tell if this is the album that brings Fear Before to the forefront of heavy
interesting music
Set Your Goals There arent too
manycon
rete facts out at this point regarding the
unk/hardcore outfits sophomore release
bllow up to 2005s Mutiny but its safe to
tll have few things This band has
atchy tunes but they also have some of thi
est breakdowns out there check out the son
Goonies Never Say Die be prepared
alone make it worth listen Positive messages dueling vocals and hilariou
oncepts it was pirates last time add up to only good things for the band
it aint broke dont fix it
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Movie Review Juno
It started with chair
Juno Ellen Page the title char
acter opens the first scene
film with brief glimpse of hei
encounter with friend tha
would eventually change every
thing At only years old Juno
MacGuff finds out she is
nant with her best friends
Over the course of nine monthsJ
Juno faces responsibilities
emotional ups and downs
help from her family The rela
tionship between Juno and the
father Paulie Bleeker Michae
Cera becomes strained as Juno
Sets out to find and get acquainted with adoptive parents
Garner and Jason Bateman play Vanessa and Mark Loring whose lives
are turned around when they take on the process of adoption and par
enthood
This movie is not your typical boy-gets-girl-pregnant scenario
Juno stands out from other high school flicks because the characters
are realistic and relatable The dialogue between quick-witted Juno
and her friend Leah first appears early in the film and one cant help
but laugh at their clever use of the English language One may ques
tion however how 16-year-old could carry out such conversation
in real life Junos deliverance of sarcasm and humor seem ay past
her years but ultimately defines her as movie icon
The character Paulie Bleeker has smaller role than one would
expect in the movie but is nonetheless great influence Bleeker is not
very involved in Junos life throughout the pregnancy as one would
hope Yet as Junos delivery date approaches Junos independent spir
it shines through as she struggles to find happiness for her adoptive
parents and herself
Gamer puts on remarkable performance as Vanessa whose
dream to be mother comes true when approached by Juno The grow
ing tension between Vanessa and Mark shakes up the plot and adverse
ly affects Junos emotional stability The unusual bond between Juno
and Mark Loring who is at least twice her age creates friction amidst
the ongoing conflicts thus leading to the climax of the story Juno
proves that teenage pregnancy doesnt have to impede on girls life
but instead allow for growth and self-assurance
While the movie portrays Juno as stylized interpretation of
normal teenager Junos level of maturity proves that she indeed is
still kid at heart Michael Ceras charm and quirky demeanor is beau
tifully infused into Bleekers character and makes for believable per
sonality Juno will make lasting impression of moviegoers and the
film industry Among the abundant exchange ofjokes and high school
humor true love rises and encompasses the whole of the film Juno
directed by Jason Reitman takes last years Knocked Up above and
beyond
Cloverfield The Good and the Bad About the Big Ugly Monster
By NEIL HUNKINS
Associate Editor
The hype decapitated Lady Liberty cataclysmic tale of something attack
ing Manhattan told entirely through camcorder The Blair Witch of monster
CD movies Godzilla for the digital age
The reality .. eh
Truth be told we all wanted Cloverfield to be good Trying something uncon
ventional should be rewarded and this movie is unconventional to say the least
low-budget film with underplayed marketing Cloverfield had enough enigmatic
appeal to score the number one box office spot and break records for Martin Luther
King weekend opening
However many ticket holders walked away disappointed The nontraditional
format still has some kinks to be ironed out One of the problems is that it may have
made the movie little too realistic To some the news-like footage of Manhattan
under attack felt too reminiscent at times of recent history Others reported feeling
physically ill from watching the shaky camerawork Most of all the style deprives
ents the audience of satisfying ending
From the beginning it is clear that the worst has happened The
films opening informs us that the videotape we are about to watch was
recovered from the area formerly known as Central Park powerful
beginning but it takes all of the punch out of the final scenes For the
last 20 minutes of the film the audience is just waiting for the inevitable
Its quite trip getting there though Cloverfield is shocking at
times and often manages to capture the hilarity of such an absurd chain
without compromising the fear and loss felt by the main char-
All of this adds to the hope that Cloverfield will be everything we
it to be but any movie is only as good as its ending
And like the camera-shy building sized sea monster that is demol
ishing Midtown the ending can be seen from mile away
By AMY LONGO
Photography Editor
Cloverfield chronicles modem cay New York City turned on its head by the
arrival of creature of unstoppable strength Like the terror-stricken residents the
films audience is sucked into the chaos and panic of this mayhem through the first per
son perspective
We are never given the how or the why behind the creatures arrival but none of
that matters What matters is how the documentarian his three friends and the rest of
those caught in the monsters path struggle to survive For this reason Cloverfield
rocks
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
ps off the screen through the films
single perspective approach
is our right to all-encompassing
re the end credits roll
believability of the films cast person
icorders eye forces
.ction
citizens tumec you at the edge ot your se
and itching for more
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Super Bowl XLII Preview/Results
By Derek Tracey
Snrts ithr
This years Super Bowl was war of the Northeast so to
speak This year XLII will feature the New England Patriots up
against the unexpected underdogs the New York Giants Will
Brady be able to lead his team to victory or will Manning pull
another win out of nowhere surprising both the fans and the oppo
sition alike It will be curious to see if histoiy will repeat itself
and just how similarXLII will be to Game 16 in which the Giants
fell to the Pats 35 to 38
Apparently not very similarat all Sunday nights game was
extremely close and yet extremely boring In fact would have
been asleep by the beginning of the 3rd quarter if it werent for the
Giant fans next door-thanks lot Dan Up until the start of the
fourth the game was still at 3-7 score New England The statis
tics clearly speak for themselves or at least they should have The patriots had not lost one game in
the 2007/2008 season while the Giants had lost numerous Unfortunately for the Pats they were suf
fering from main issues was that quarterback Tom Brady was having difficulties throwing the ball
down the middle of the field and that he didnt through the ball nearly enough at all You would think
that after number of failed hand off attempts and even more saks that he would have wanted to get
rid of the ball ASAP but no am not blaming Brady for everything though In fact there really is no
excuse for quarterback to be saked more than times in only quarters of game of this caliber The
truth is that the Patriots offense was not up to par during the game at all leaving Brady with very lim
ited options
The Giants had played an excellent game all evening Usually 4th quarter bring it all team
they switched it up by playing hard since the very beginning By far their strongest asset was their
defensive line Without them it is very possible that by the end the score would have been so differ
ent that the Giants wouldnt have had time to catch up in the fourth
The game itself was very stop and go There were lot of breaks and loss of momentum through
out especially in the third quarter At minutes in the 4th the Giants had taken the lead making the
score 10-7 Giants
After this the game once again took slower tone by the minute mark in the fourth At this
point the Patriots really could use touchdown to insure their survival Brady appears to be throwing
the ball again and the offensive side is regaining their catching ability At minutes the Pats make
touchdown making it anybodies game at score of 14-10 Patriots By far this was the turning point
of the entire XLII game At minute 22 seconds it was still very close and very uncertain just how
the game would turn out
Then at just over minute the Giants threw game winning pass taking them to first down at
the 24 yard line At 35 seconds they then made touchdown taking the lead to 17-14
Despite the Patriots best effort and an attempted Flail Mary pass from Brady to Moss the Giants
won the Superbowl with score of 17-14
WINS 10 18
LOSES
NFC 7-5 4-0
AFC
Arcadia University
Basketball has always been top priority in my life aside from aca
demics and family love the game with all my heart love being part of
team and sharing my talent as part of something My team is great
group of individuals the coach is wonderful person and friend who is
always there for us and feel playing this sport has really shaped large
part of my life
What has it been like being freshman and playing basketball
The freshman transition was very smooth for me because of basket
ball knew the coach and made friends with many of my peers on the
team before school had even started The seniors have been wonderful
they were not only approachable but quickly became friends Managing
athletics and academics can be challenging at some points but having
been an athlete most of my academic career feel have learned to man
age well am not procrastinator and know have to do everything in
advance Sports has also been stress reliever from the everyday strug
gles of college life know when Im upset have to go on the court and
shoot free-throws or run up and down the court sometimes even run
sprints
How do you prepare for basketball game
The most important things do is to talk to my mother because
always feel really nervous no matter who we are playing My mom and
dad always sends me really encouraging cards before each game and
they help me stay focused always have to wear high black socks pre
wrap in my hair and always eat Clementine before the game Also
give my mom and dad hug and say prayer before the start of each
game
What do you hope this season will bring
What role does basketball play in your life
The NorthEast Divided
Super Bowl XLII Team Statistics
guess growth as an it
team hope this season
offthecourt
for the whole
mionand
3-1 12-0
Picture courtesy of www.nfl.com
